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If you don’t know where you are
going, any path will get you there
Communicating a vision for
transformation
By Bruce Chew

If you are leading a transformation effort, you are certain to
have heard about the importance of a vision. If you are like
many leaders, you hold a vision in your mind and probably
talk about it frequently. You may have even created a Vision
Statement. But are you communicating a vision that can
effectively assist your organization in moving forward?
For government leaders who aim to achieve necessary and
valuable transformation, crafting and communicating a
great vision is critical. It isn’t enough for the leader to know
where they’re going; the leader’s vision should be taken on
board as an effective guide by individuals throughout the
organization. This requires the vision be expressed in a way
that is clear, concrete, compelling, and connected.
Clear: The language of government –and the English
language—may not be your friend when communicating
a vision. “World Class,” “seamless,” “agile,” “engaging,”
“user-friendly,” may be accurate descriptors in the leader’s
mind, but they suffer from both over-use and ambiguity
when used as the primary definitions of a future state. Overfamiliarity may cause some listeners to tune out, but just
as problematic is that different members of the leadership

team can each attach their own meaning to the same
term. “Seamless” to one manager may mean the agency’s
services can be accessed without having to go to multiple
websites. “Seamless” to another manager may mean an
intuitive, positive, customer journey. To convey “Seamless,”
or any dimension of the vision properly, it’s necessary
to move beyond labels. Examples from leading internal
practices or other organizations can play an important
role. We understand complex ideas better as stories
than as buzzwords. This is why vision statements, while
important, are insufficient to communicate a clear, wellunderstood vision. People need to understand how the new
organization will differ from old: today, when “A” happens,
we do “B,” tomorrow we will do “Y”. The organization
should be able to articulate how in the future not only how
the future organization will be different, but how it will
feel different. Increasingly, leaders are turning to video to
clearly communicate a future vision in an exciting way that
does not depend on words that are up for interpretation.
This more visual approach is being explored as a means to
communicate a vision for customer transformation at both
Amtrak and the United States Postal Service.

Concrete: Effective visions are communicated so that
they enable employees to understand how their specific
corner of the world will change. This requires clarity, but
it also requires something more. When a major change is
anticipated, leading questions in the minds of everyone in
the organization are “What am I going to be asked to do?”,
“Who am I going to be working with?” and, of significant
importance to them, “How will my life change?” When a
future vision is communicated, members of the organization
need to be given enough concrete understanding of the
future to give them some level of comfort with these
questions. Until the employee can answer the questions in
their own mind, individual uncertainty will trump efforts to
get them to support a new path. Making the vision concrete
will require the communication be tailored to different
stakeholder groups. This applies to the leadership team as
well. They require both a concrete picture of their role in
the future and an understanding of their role during the
transition. This does not mean that leaders need to have
their vision articulated to the point of full implementation.
It does mean that leaders need to give stakeholders enough
information to understand the magnitude and direction of
the change in order for them to meaningfully commit to its
success.
Compelling: When done well, communicating the
vision gives employees a clear picture of the future and a
concrete understanding of what it means for them. But
that’s not enough to motivate transformational change.
The future should be attractive enough that it energizes
the organization. A future that appeals to people on an
emotional level can provide the required extra focus and
motivation. The old maxim that “people resist change”
is true. Often, that’s because the cost in terms of extra
effort and energy are clear, while the benefits are vague.
This is an area where government agencies may have an
advantage over their business counterparts in that success
in transforming an organization often literally means the
world will be a better place. Making a vision compelling is
not the same as answering the question “what’s in it for
me?” Benefits to the individual can be part of the story,
but in significant transformations some employees may
be negatively impacted by the changes. The benefits to
society as well as agency customers or mission may be more
important to communicate. Too often, leaders think these
benefits are self-evident. Employees should be clear on why
the transformation is taking place. It falls to leadership to
provide the compelling need for change and its benefits
when communicating the vision.
Connected: People cannot take on new, complex ideas in
a vacuum. We understand the new world through the lens
of the old. Further, there is a bias to the status quo and a
nostalgia for the past. Because leaders are focused on the

change, they often give short shrift (or no attention at all) to
those elements of the organization’s processes, people, and
culture that will remain the same. Sometimes in an effort
to make the change clear and concrete, leaders talk only
about the “new” change, providing no context or continuity
for how this change will fit with or even reinforce positive
aspects of the existing “old” organization. If “everything is
changing,” people feel cast adrift and anxiety and resistance
are likely to increase. The leader’s clear message that “while
much is changing, certain core principles, policies, activities
etc. will remain the same” goes a long way. It not only gives
some guiderails for moving forward, but also gives respect
to the past, and the ways members of the organizations
have contributed.
A great vision, then, would be clear, concrete, compelling,
and connected. This is an important goal to strive for, but
a high bar to achieve. It is crucial that leaders invest time
to make their vision as effective as possible, especially in
government. Discussions in business about transformation
efforts invariably talk about the crucial role of the “burning
platform.” If the marketplace or investors have created a
do-or-die situation, fleeing the present can generate the
energy needed for transformation even in the absence
of a clear, concrete, compelling, and connected vision.
Government entities are rarely provided by outside sources
with a ready-made burning platform for leaders to leverage.
Consequently, government executives should spend the
extra effort and energy in crafting and communicating a
top-notch vision.

How effective is your vision? (A self-test)
Clear
Have you provided a rich model of the vision beyond a simple vision statement
Are the words used to articulate the vision specific enough so that they are not open to interpretation? Is it free from
terms that are generic, boiler-plate, or overused?
Concrete
Is it easy to understand how processes will operate differently in the future?
Will members of the organization feel comfortable with and/or understand what their role will look like in the future?

Compelling
Does the vision present the benefits of transformation in a way that members of the organization will feel inspired to
contribute to bringing about the change?
Are the benefits articulated in terms of both individual benefits and broader agency or societal benefits?
Are the benefits to the organization communicated in a way that leads members to commit to the change regardless
of the personal impact on in the individual?
Connected
Will individuals who are committed to the traditional ways of doing business be able to see where core elements of
the “old ways” fit into the future vision?
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